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ABSTRACT
The use of fuzzy logic in redirecting mobile robot is based on two sets of received information. First set is
the instantaneous distance of the robot from the obstacle and second set is the instantaneous information of
the robot's position. For this purpose, the fuzzy rules base consists of forty-two bases, which is extracted
based on the robot's distance from obstacles, and the target position relative to the instantaneous
orientation of the robot. In the structure of fuzzy systems, minimal inference engine are considered. Also,
Extended Kalman filter is used for localization in a noisy environment. Accordingly, the inputs of the fuzzy
systems are determined based on the estimation of the localization process, the information of the obstacles
center and the target position. Also, the linear acceleration and instantaneous orientation of the mobile
robot are determined by the desired fuzzy structures which are applied to its kinematic model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A Mobile robot is a robot that are capable of moving and consists of many robots. For the purpose
of moving a mobile robot needs a completely coordinated capability, such as motion planning. In
motion planning, the goal is a safe motion that will be achievable for the robot. Since a mobile
robot works in a real world with static and dynamic properties, one of the most important
researches in the robotics is to provide the ability to plan the path and move the mobile robot
autonomously. Also for mobile robots, the most important challenges are the operations in
uncertain and messy environments along with uncertainties in the model in this field. Various
methods have been developed for the accurate robot redirecting in these conditions, which can be
divided into three general categories: model-based methods, fuzzy logic-based methods, and
neural network-based methods. Model-based methods can be based on a precise model of the
environment, plan a route without dealing with obstacles for a mobile robot between the initial
points and the target. These methods cannot be used in variable and unknown environments. The
main characteristic of data-based methods such as fuzzy logic and neural network is their high
response speed and consistency versus measurement noise. These methods are able to routing the
sensed data for a mobile robot in real time in a variable and unknown environment. Fuzzy logic
and neural networks are powerful tools for controlling complex systems in known or unknown
environments. In fuzzy methods, the robot's response is based on the logic of qualitative
behaviors in avoiding the obstacle and achieving the target's position [1-3]. In neural methods, the
robot response is obtained by predicting a training neural network based on a robot behavior
descriptor database.
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In this paper, the specific features of fuzzy logic will be used to solve the routing problem. These
features can be used for planning robot paths in crowded environments. Also, due to the
complexity of modeling a nonlinear and variable system, the complexity of modeling its
interaction with the environment, and also the advantages of fuzzy controller properties, this type
of controller could be a suitable option for controlling the robot's motion. In redirecting the
mobile robot, the use of fuzzy logic is based on the two sets of received information. First set is
the instantaneous distance of a robot from the obstacles present in the environment, and second is
the instantaneous information of the robot's position in Cartesian space. Therefore, as a rule, the
inputs of the fuzzy system include the robot's distance from obstacles and the redirection angle of
the robot, that is, the angle between the direction of the robot's motion and the target position. On
the other hand, according to the decision logic, the output of fuzzy systems can only be linear and
rotational accelerations of wheels, robot orientation angle and linear acceleration, the linear and
rotational speeds of the mobile robot, etc [4-6].
In developing a fuzzy system, the most important issue is to have a rich fuzzy rule base so that it
is the full descriptive of the redirecting issue of the robot in the presence of obstacles in the
workspace of the mobile robot. The fuzzy inferences should be made in such a way that the robot
is close to its target position with good precision and a fairly high speed of operation and without
encountering any of the obstacles. Also, the type of fuzzy inference engine plays an important
role in the quality of function of automation redirecting system based on fuzzy logic. Typically,
two types of minimum and Mamdani's multiplication are used for the fuzzy inference engine. On
the other hand, the center average defuzzification is used to extract fuzzy model. Another
important issue in redirecting a mobile robot is to have the instantaneous position of the mobile
robot in the Cartesian space. For this purpose, the appropriate sensors should be used. The main
problem of using the sensors is the associated noise that decreases the operation of the automatic
redirecting system of mobile robot. Therefore, an appropriate algorithm such as extended Kalman
filter is useful for accurate estimation of instantaneous position of mobile robot in the presence of
noise.

2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Zhang et al. [7] used the combination of fuzzy logic with RFID technology to determine the
instantaneous position of the mobile robot based on the diagnosis of current distance of robot to
target position. Fuzzy logic inputs include the speed of the robot and the power index of the
received signal and the output is the robot distance to the target position. In order to reduce
unpredictable errors due to RFID signal fluctuations, the average strength of current signal and
the latest RSSI information are used as the input of the fuzzy system. The extended Kalman
filter based on a fuzzy neural network has been proposed in [8] and [9] to improve the
localization of a mobile robot in an uncertain environment. The proposed approach is a
combination of the Kalman filter installed on a mobile robot with differential setup and
covariance matrix matching program of the process and the measurement noise. The goal of this
approach is to overcome the divergence of the Kalman filter algorithm in the case of the
incorrect selection of covariance matrices. The fuzzy system uses the difference vector between
the actual and predicted measurements as the reference factor for setting covariance matrices of
the process and the measurement noise. The fuzzy logic that is used to match these matrices
determines its membership functions by multilayer feed-forward neural network. Rigatos [10]
has used extended Kalman filter and particle filter algorithms for the mobile robot localization.
In the proposed method it is assumed that the process and measurement noises obey a Gaussian
distribution. This presentation includes the formulation of a linear Kalman filter for continuousdiscrete state and an extension of them for nonlinear systems. Also, the Monte-Carlo method has
been used for the formulation and the particle filter is used in the localization of the mobile robot
and assuming that the statistical distribution of noise is non-Gaussian. The particle filters are
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used for state estimation systems that there is no clear answer for them. The major weakness of
this algorithm is that after a certain number of repetitions, almost all weights of the algorithm
will be equal to zero. To avoid this problem, the particles that lead to zeroing the weights
become weaker in favor of other particles. Lin and et al. [11] used a hardware configuration
based on a few ultrasonic sensors to localize the robot. The configuration has two ultrasound
transmitters and three receivers. As the robot moves in the effective range of ultrasonic emission,
the estimation of robot's dynamic position is possible using the information of ultrasonic sensors.
To update the robot's position, the extended Kalman filter based on fuzzy logic is used. The goal
of fuzzy logic is to improve the accuracy of localizing and increasing the consistency of the
localization algorithm relative to measurement noise variations or modeling errors. Fuzzy logic
automatically performs exponential weighting for covariance matrices of noise of process and
measurements. The covariance matrices of noise of process and measurements consist of an
exponential term as a weighting factor of near to one. The inputs of the fuzzy system are the
mean, variance, and standard deviation of the innovation vector and the output of the weighting
system of the weighting factor of the covariance matrices of noise of process and measurement.
Input membership functions have been considered as trapezoidal. The ultrasonic localization
systems can be divided into two groups: The first group, known as flight time methods,
determines space position of the robot by transmission of information through multiple
ultrasound sensors from the robot to the surrounding environment. The second group, known as
the Active Aperture Position method, has one or more transmitters that operate as an observation
tower, and has multiple receivers positioned in predetermined positions on the robot. In general,
localization techniques based on the first method do not have high accuracy and flexibility,
while the latter is highly accurate. Begum et al. [12] used a combination of fuzzy logic and
genetic algorithms to solve the problem of mapping and instantaneous localization of the mobile
robot. Accordingly, an island model based on the genetic algorithm will search the most suitable
mapping to obtain the best robot localization information. The previous information about the
position of the robot is used to accelerate the convergence of the genetic algorithm. Fuzzy logic
provides sample based prediction from the current position of the robot by inferring the amount
of uncertainty in the position of the robot. This sample collection is applied to the genetic
algorithm as a primitive population in order to search for proper mapping with sufficient
information. Among the features of the proposed algorithm are: 1) Smart combination of two
soft computing methods for the SLAM problem. 2) Providing a fuzzy framework for modeling
the distance movement of mobile robot. 3) Introducing a sample-based new approach for
mapping and instantaneous positioning of robot. Najjaran et al. [13] examined the real-time path
design issue, which includes mapping and designing the motion path of the mobile robot. Also, a
special detector is used to scan the robot motion time. The mapping process is done by utilizing
the information of laser and ultrasound sensors, and the path design algorithm uses the mapping
to define an obstacle-independent path for the detector. Creating a map includes a combination
of information and dealing with uncertainties measurement of sensors. The combination of
related information uses the hierarchical filtering process to update the real-time map and
optimize the scanning process of the robot motion. The filtering process involves a fuzzy
adaptive extended Kalman filter, in which the filter gain is matched using a fuzzy model
describes the time of robot motion. Demirli et al. [14] proposed a new approach based on fuzzy
logic for dynamically localization a mobile robot equipped with several sonar sensors. In this
approach, the angular uncertainty and radial inaccuracy of sonar sensors are modeled using
probability distributions. Based on sensor information, a local fuzzy composite mapping is
constructed which is fitted with a comprehensive mapping from the environment to identify the
position of the robot. As a result, a unique fuzzy position or multiple fuzzy candidate positions
are obtained. To reduce the number of candidate positions, the robot moves to a new position
and a new fuzzy compound mapping is determined.
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3. PROPOSED METHOD
3.1 Redirecting Robot Based on Fuzzy Logic
When a mobile robot moves in an unknown environment toward the target's position, the motion
path independent of encountering obstacles is achieved through the correct response of the mobile
robot to the information received from the sensors. To this end, prior knowledge can be used to
create the appropriate behavioral patterns for the mobile robot. During the movement of the
mobile robot, it is necessary to make a compromise between avoiding the obstacle and moving
correctly towards the target based on the information received from the environment. Since the
purpose of robot is finding the optimal position without encountering obstacles, the robot's
redirecting strategy is designed in two ways: the presence or absence of obstacles. In the absence
of an obstacle, the robot redirected towards the target and accelerates relative to target orientation.
In the presence of obstacles, the robot decides to orient and accelerate appropriately based on
information received from the distance between its instantaneous position and the obstacles
around it. When the robot is very close to the obstacle, reduces its speed and takes direction. In
general, the control system of redirecting robot is designed to achieve two control commands.
The first is to achieve the proper acceleration and the other appropriate directing command.
Accordingly, two fuzzy systems are designed separately. In the first fuzzy system, the
instantaneous orientation of the robot is executed, and in the second fuzzy system, the linear
acceleration of the robot is executed. Therefore, the outputs of each of the two fuzzy systems are
as follows:
 𝜃(𝑡): Robot instantaneous orientation
 𝑎 (𝑡): instantaneous linear acceleration of the robot
Given the presence of obstacles in the robot's work space and the issue of access to the target
position, the inputs of both fuzzy systems are as follows:






𝑑
𝑑
𝑑
𝑑
𝜃

: The distance of the mobile robot from the left obstacle
: The distance of the mobile robot from the right obstacle
: The distance of the mobile robot from the direct obstacle
, 𝑑 , 𝑑 : The distance of the mobile robot from various obstacles
: Target orientation

If instantaneous position of mobile robot indicated with 𝑋 and obstacle center position with 𝑁, the
robot distance to obstacle is equal to 𝑑 = (𝑋 − 𝑁) (𝑋 − 𝑁). Also, if target position is equal
to 𝑋 = (𝑥 , 𝑦 ), target orientation is equal to 𝑡𝑎𝑛 (
). The target orientation represents
the angle between the direction of robot's motion and the target connector link and the center of
the robot. In Figure 1, each of the input and output components of the fuzzy systems is observed
based on Cartesian coordinates of the mobile robot and obstacles. In Figure 1, for input
variables 𝑑 , 𝑑 , 𝑑 , 𝑑 , 𝑑 , and 𝑑 , the Near and Far linguistic variables are considered. The
Target orientation 𝜃 includes five linguistic variables such as big negative (NB), small negative
(NS), zero (Z), small positive (PS), and big positive (PB). Also, output variable 𝜃(𝑡) presents
five linguistic variables such as relative big negative (RNB), relative small negative (RNS), zero
(Z), relative small positive (RPS) and relative big positive (RPB). The output variable
𝑎 (𝑡) includes three output variables such as decreasing acceleration (DECE), zero acceleration
(ZACC), and increased acceleration (ACCE). In Figure 2, the structure of fuzzy systems has been
presented based on the information received from the distance of the mobile robot to the center of
the obstacles and the target orientation. In the proposed structure, the characteristics of the fuzzy
system are as follows: Single fuzzifier, center average defuzzification, and minimal inference
4
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engine. According to the structure of the fuzzy system in Figure 2, the inputs include the robot's
distance from the left, right, and opposite obstacles, and the target instantaneous

Figure 1. Input components of fuzzy systems based
on the instantaneous position of the robot and the
position of the obstacles.

Figure 2. The structure of fuzzy systems for
redirecting of the parallel robot.

orientation that enters its associated membership functions based on the fuzzy rules base. Then,
the inference is performed for each fuzzy rule based on the minimal inference engine and also the
fuzzy rules base. Finally, the orientation and linear acceleration outputs of the robot are
determined based on center average defuzzification.
In order to form the base of the fuzzy rules, one should pay attention to the following two issues:
1. When there is no obstacle in the robot's work space or the robot's distance is high, the reactive
behavior of the mobile robot is determined by the obstacle position [15-22]. In this situation, the
robot accelerates and gradually moves towards the target. Therefore, based on five possible target
orientations, five fuzzy rules are considered for behavior of the robot:








The robot accelerates if the robot's distance is far from the left obstacle, the robot's
distance is far from the right obstacle, the robot's distance is far from the direct obstacle
and the target orientation is big negative, small negative, zero, small positive and large
positive.
The direction of robot is big negative if the robot's distance is far from the left obstacle,
robot's distance is far from the right obstacle, the robot's distance is far from the direct
obstacle, and the target orientation is big negative.
The direction of robot is small negative if the robot's distance is far from the left obstacle,
the robot's distance is far from the right obstacle, the robot's distance is far from the direct
obstacle, and the target orientation is small negative.
The direction of robot is zero if the robot's distance is far from the left obstacle, the
robot's distance is far from the right obstacle, the robot's distance is far from the direct
obstacle, and the target orientation is zero.
The direction of robot is small positive if the robot's distance is far from the left obstacle,
the robot's distance is far from the right obstacle, the robot's distance is far from the direct
obstacle, and the target orientation is small positive.
The direction of robot is big positive if the robot's distance is far from the left obstacle,
the robot's distance is far from the right obstacle, the robot's distance is far from the direct
obstacle, and the target orientation is big positive.
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2. When there is an obstacle in the robot's work space or there are low distance between the robot
and obstacle, in this situation, the robot decelerates and its orientation is determined by the target
position relative to the orientation of the robot. In these situations the fuzzy rules can be written
as:


If the target is on the side in line with the direction of the robot rotation, the robot
orientation is relatively small negative and small positive.



When the distance of the mobile robot is low from the left, right, and direct obstacles, and
the rotation of the robot is high, the robot acceleration decreases.

Regarding the structure of fuzzy systems, if the membership functions of inputs
𝑑 , 𝑑 , 𝑑 , 𝑑 , 𝑑 , 𝑑 and 𝜃 have been indicated by 𝜇 , 𝜇 , 𝜇 , 𝜇 , 𝜇 , 𝜇 , 𝜇 respectively
and the outputs-membership functions center of 𝜃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎 have been indicated by 𝑤 and 𝑤 .
Then, based on single fuzzifier, center average defuzzification, and minimal inference engine,
relationship between inputs and outputs of fuzzy systems will be represented as
𝜃(𝑡) =

∑

𝑎 (𝑡) =
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3.2 Assessing the Redirecting System of Robot Based on Fuzzy Logic
To assess the performance of proposed fuzzy logic for redirecting robot in the presence of
obstacles in its work space, the kinematic model of robot is considered as follow.
𝑥̇ = 𝑣 𝑐𝑜𝑠∅
𝑦̇ = 𝑣 𝑠𝑖𝑛∅
∅̇ = 𝑣 𝑡𝑎𝑛∅
𝜓̇ = 𝑣

(3)

where v1 and v2 are indicators of linear speed and rotation speed of rear wheels, respectively. In
other words, these represent driving speed and steering speed, respectively. The initial position of
the robot is always assumed in the source. In the robot work space, it is assumed that there are
six circular obstacles with a radius of 0.5 meter. It is initially assumed that the robot's target
position is at the 𝑥 ∗ = (−0.5 ,7) point. The stopping condition of the robot is to achieve a
distance of less than 0.01 meter from the target. In Figure 3, the motion of the mobile robot is
observed from the source to the target position. Based on Figure 3, the fuzzy logic could
appropriately redirect robot toward desired position and, at the same time, avoiding encountered
obstacles. There are two issues that need to be addressed in redirecting the mobile robot.
First: Since the exact selection of the membership function center of outputs of fuzzy system
requires detailed information about the behavioral nature of the mobile robot and the robot's work
space, two correction factors are used one for robot orientation and another for linear
acceleration. In relation to the first target position, the orientation correction coefficient is
considered 0.65 and the linear acceleration correction coefficient is 0.35.
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Second: Different selection of the orientation membership function center causes the mobile robot
moves in a different ways toward its target. Based on Figure 4, the mobile robot's distance to the
target gradually decreases and reaches to zero after approximately 9100 repetitions.
The values of linear and rotational speeds of the rear wheels are presented in Figure 5. It can be
seen that the linear velocity has steadily decreasing behavior, while the velocity has larger angular
variation and larger range at some moments. Also, the tracking error in lines 𝑋 and 𝑌 is

Figure 3. Movement path of the mobile robot
from the first target position

Figure 5. Linear and angular velocity of the
tracking the first target position.

Figure 4. Instantaneous distance of the mobile robot
to the first target with fuzzy logic.

Figure 6. Tracing error of mobile robot in mobile robot in
direction of 𝑋 and 𝑌 in tracking the first target position

closed to zero after about 91 seconds according to the Figure 6. In the following experiment, it is
assumed that target situation is (0, 8). The initial position of robot is in source. Also, the
correction coefficient of center of orientation membership functions and linear velocity are
considered 0.67 and 1.0, respectively. In Figure 7, the movement path of mobile robot is
presented from source to target position. As it can be seen, the fuzzy logic-based redirecting
system can appropriately redirect mobile robot to target position without encountering the left,
right, and direct obstacles.
7
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In other word, the automatic redirection of robot can be achieved by correct setting of output
membership functions center and using accurate fuzzy rules base which describes the robot
reactive behavior in movement to target in presence of obstacles. According to the Figure 8, the
robot distance decreases by increasing the repetitions, therefore, it reaches to zero after about
5000 repetitions. Also, in Figure 9 the tracking error is reached to zero in 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions after
50 seconds. According to the Figure 10 the linear velocity decreases constantly and robot
rotational velocity has larger variance range in some moments.
In the next experiment, it is assumed that target situation is (2, 6). The correction coefficient
values of orientation membership functions center and linear velocity are considered 1.3 and 1.0,
respectively. In Figure 11, the movement path of mobile robot is observed. It can be seen

Figure 7. Movement path of mobile
robot to second target by using the fuzzy logic.

Figure 8. Instantaneous distance of mobile robot
from second target position.

Figure 9. Tracking error of mobile robot in direction Figure 10. Linear and angular velocity of mobile
of 𝑋 and 𝑌 in tracking of second target position.
robot in tracking of second target position.

that the mobile robot reached to the third target without encountering any obstacles. Similar to the
two first targets, in this case, the fuzzy logic based redirecting is appropriately performed.
8
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Figures 12 and 13 indicate the accuracy of tracking target position using proposed redirecting
system. It can be observed from Figure 12 that the robot distance decreases and it reaches to zero
at about 6500. Figure 13 shows the tracking error of mobile robot in direction of 𝑋 and 𝑌 in
tracking of third target position. In direction of 𝑋 the error is almost steady until 50 seconds and
then the error increases. However, in the direction of 𝑌 the error is increased after 10 seconds.
Also, it can be understood from Figure 14 that linear velocity similar to the two primary targets
has an appropriate uniformity and decreasing behavior. Unlike the first two targets, the rotational
speed does not have much variance range.

3.3 Assessing the Redirecting System of Robot Based on Fuzzy Logic by
Combining Localization
The purpose of localization of the mobile robot is to estimate the position and instantaneous
orientation of the mobile robot in spite of presence of noises of process and measurement. For

Figure 11. Movement path of mobile
third target by using the fuzzy logic

Figure 12. Instantaneous distance of mobile robot to
robot from third target position.

Figure 13. Tracking error of mobile robot in direction Figure 14. Linear and angular velocity of mobile of
𝑋 and 𝑌 in tracking of third target position
robot in tracking of third target position.
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this purpose, the extended Kalman filter was used. The reason for using the Kalman filter is that it
gives the best possible estimate despite the presence of noise. In this section, the Kalman filterbased localization problem is combined with fuzzy logic-based redirecting. In other words, the
robot's distance is determined from the left, right and direct obstacles, as well as the target
orientation in each moment based on the Kalman filter estimation. In Figure 15, a block diagram
of redirecting system and a closed loop localization has been presented. For localization of mobile
robot using Kalman filter, it is assumed that noises of process and measurement have Gaussian
nature with variance 1. Before combining fuzzy logic-based redirecting with the Kalman filter,
the robot performance is investigated in routing without using Kalman filter by applying the noise
with variance 0.1. Figure 16 shows that the robot has encountered difficulties in its routing, even
though the stop status has been reduced from 0.01 to 0.1. It is also observed that the performance
of the fuzzy system has encountered difficulties in the presence of noise, and the robot have
problem to find its path. Figure 17 shows the instantaneous distance of the mobile robot from first
target position. It is noted that the robot reaches to its target after 10000 samples. However, in
Figure 18, the movement path of the

Figure 15. The closed loop structure of redirection
localization based on Fuzzy logic and extended
Kalman filter.

Figure 17. Instantaneous distance of the
mobile robot from first target position.

Figure 16. Movement path of the mobile and
robot toward the first target by using the fuzzy
logic in the presence of noise

Figure 18. movement path of the mobile robot toward (0, 8)
target by using the fuzzy logic and extended Kalman filter.
10
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Figure 15. The closed loop structure of redirection
localization based on Fuzzy logic and extended
Kalman filter.

Figure 17. Instantaneous distance of the
mobile robot from first target position

Figure 16. Movement path of the mobile robot and
toward the first target by using the fuzzy logic in the
presence of noise

Figure 18. movement path of the mobile robot toward (0, 8)
target by using the fuzzy logic and extended Kalman filter.

mobile robot has been shown in the presence of noise using extended Kalman filter. As it can be
seen, the mobile robot moves appropriately on its movement path to the target position. Note that
this appropriate redirecting is performed in the presence of noises of process and measurement
with variance 1. The distance approaches to zero between robot and the target over the time and
for most moments, the state estimation error is less than 5%.
Our final experiments have been shown in Figures 19 and 20 for the target position (2, 6) and (0.5, 7). As it is shown in Figure 19, the target position of (2, 6) has been tracked appropriately
without avoiding the obstacle. Also, the distance reaches to zero between the robot and the target
over the time and the status of error is approximated less than 1% using the extended Kalman
filter. Therefore, in general, it can be expressed that the redirecting and localization algorithm
based on the fuzzy logic and extended Kalman filter works well for estimating the optimum state
of the system in the presence of noise. It also works well to redirect accurately the robot toward
the target position, and to avoid collision with obstacles. Also, the proposed algorithm is able to
track different target positions in the robot's workspace. To illustrate the high quality of the
proposed method, the simulation result presented in Figure 20 for a different target position such
11
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as (-0.5, 7) shows that the robot converges to the target in the presence of noises of process and
measurements and obstacles in the robot's work space.

4. CONCLUSION
The proposed structure consists of two main subsystems: localization based on the extended
Kalman filter and fuzzy logic based redirecting. In order to form an automated redirecting
system, it is assumed that circular obstacles are located with determined position in the robot's
workspace. Also, the target position is specified in the space. The purpose of the controlling
system is to accurately redirect the robot from source toward target position without collision
with obstacles. For this purpose, two fuzzy systems were considered. The input components of
both systems are the obstacle distance from the center of the left, right, and direct obstacles of
the mobile robot and the target orientation. Based on the information received from these
components and the formation of a suitable fuzzy rule base, the instantaneous orientation of the
robot is determined by the first fuzzy system and the linear acceleration of the mobile robot by
the second fuzzy system. The fuzzy rules base consists of forty-two bases which are extracted
from the distance of the robot to obstacles, and also the target position relative to the
instantaneous orientation of the robot. Also, the single fuzzifier, center average defuzzification,
and minimal inference engine have been considered in the structure of fuzzy systems. On the
other hand, the extended Kalman filter localization has been used because the instantaneous
information of the position of the mobile robot is corrupted by noise. The purpose of
localization is the instantaneous estimation of the robot's position in the presence of noises of
process and measurement. Accordingly, the input components of the fuzzy systems have been
determined based on the estimation of the localization process and the information of the
obstacle center and the target position. Finally, the linear acceleration and instantaneous
orientation of the mobile robot are determined using the desired fuzzy structures and these apply
to its kinematic model. Also, in order to improve the performance of the proposed algorithm for
redirecting and positioning mobile robot, the following strategies and issues will be
recommended: in this study, the correction factor was used for the center's membership
functions of fuzzy system outputs to achieve the correct redirect of the robot from the origin
toward the various positions of the purpose. The use of adaptive algorithms for a momentary
updating the centers can cause high generalizability of the proposed algorithm. According to the
presented results, the proposed algorithm can only be used for the purpose of accurate
redirecting without collisions with obstacles. At same time the extra energy will be applied to
the robot at some of the paths because the path is longer than expected. Therefore, using an
appropriate algorithm which could consider the shortest path in the fuzzy logic application is the
significant development in order to improve proposed algorithm.
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